JORDAN JX150NG.

At last, the Jordan bass units are back and updated! This is the big brother of the amazing JX125NG, a stunning performer spanning from 25 to 8 kHz making it a good match for the JXRG6H in a 2-way system. We dare to say that this is most likely one of the best wired 15” units on the market. One thing that sets this woofer apart is the unique chassis, made from acoustically dead composite.

The new dual voice coil assembly makes it possible for you to match it to any preferred cabinet solution.

The dual voice coil also makes the driver very suitable in a line array in various combinations. Just like the JX925, this driver will blow you away with its crisp and natural bass performance, making it sound like a much bigger driver.

Note: measures can vary with methods and conditions being used. Below are parameters under conditions which may resemble how driver will be used and with a higher voltage. Those of you who are interested can read more about these on Jordan’s article “The parameter game” which can be found on www.edsweden.com under “GDI”.
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